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Project Retrospective

Due
Your retrospective document is due on Tuesday, December 2 at 11.59pm  via handin. Each team should collaborate on the
project retrospective and only submit one document. No late assignments will be accepted.

Objective
The goal of this assignment is to have you reflect on your project and think about what you learned and what you would
do differently in the future.

Requirements
You must  answer the following questions  in your retrospective  document.  The maximum length is  1  page,  using a
reasonable font size. Shorter is fine as long as you answer all the questions.

1. How did your team track each individual’s responsibilities and progress? What would you do differently next
time?

2. What is the most important thing you learned about communicating with teammates from this project that you
will be able to apply to your next project? 

If there are additional topics you’d like to cover, please feel free.

Deliverables
Before the Tuesday, December 2 at 11.59pm: 

- Submit  your  team’s  project  retrospective  document  via  handin.  It  must  be  no  more  than  1  page,  using  a
reasonable font size.

How to use handin for your retrospective:

1. Put the file in your ~/cs310/X-retrospective directory (where you must replace X with your 
team name according to the list of groups I posted on Piazza)

2. Run the command handin cs310 X-retrospective (again, replace X with your team name)

Other notes about handin

 You can confirm that your assignment was handed in correctly by using the –c flag (ie, handin –c cs310 X-
retrospective)

 If you need to overwrite a previous version that you handed in, using the –o flag (ie, handin –o cs310 X-
retrospective) Assignments will be accepted by handin up to the due date.

 If you are using the web handin, you must zip your assignment first because it will only accept zip files. 

Grading Scheme:
1. (30%) Spelling and Grammar

2. (70%) Reflection
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